G‐Force Division
2006‐2011 Apex Yamcharger installation instructions

The Yamcharger was built to raise the engines horse power on all Yamaha Apex
snowmobiles. This system installed on a snowmobile must only be used on
closed private circuit and/or for competition only. All other use than mentioned
above, is the entire responsibility of the owner and/or driver of the snowmobile.
Step1: Start with the removal of the hood, right side panel and parking brake caliper.
With the supplied template, place template under the bottom right side panel, secure with panel Philips screw, hold
snug up to the panels, and trace the interior slot with a light colored marker, and also mark the four other mounting
holes that must be drilled. Remove template, remove bottom panel and cut out traced slot from panel, drill holes
and also cut out other half of traced template on front bottom right panel.
Empty oil from oil tank and remove oil tank from snowmobile.
See photo #1:

Remove headlight assembly and remove air box. The long drain hose from under the air box may be pulled out.
Remove the air temp sensor from the air box, tie‐rap the sensor securely to the main harness along delta‐box frame
and reconnect its plug. Remove battery, atmospheric pressure sensor and battery rack from the snowmobile. This
rack will no longer be used. Remove trap door underneath the sled, to access the engines oil pan drain plug. Later,
the oil tanks drain hose will be routed here.
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Step2: You will have to cut the manufactures engines hoist loop closest to the alternator. Using a cutting wheel or
similar, cut loop flush with the bottom of the hole. See photo: 2 and 3

Cut short

Flush with bottom
existing hole

Step 3: Drill out the rivets on top of the delta box. See photo 4

3rd hole
drilled using
oil tank
bracket

Plenum box
leg installed

Later, once the oil tank bracket installed, you will have to drill a third hole for the third rivet holding the bracket to
the delta‐box.
Also, install the plenum box aluminum bracket ``Leg`` to the engines hoist loop. Line up vertically and snug the bolt.
See top photo for bracket orientation and installation.
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Step4: From the inside of the snowmobile, re‐route the engines oil feed hose. You may have to remove the hose
from the engine to be able to work it better. Once routed correctly, make sure the hose is fastened securely to the
engine. See photo #5:

Underneath

Carefully route the hose exactly like the photo.
Step5: Now install supplied aluminum bracket to bottom of frame. This bracket holds the ECU in place, and will hold
the bottom of the oil tank as well. Notice the loop bolted to it. The oil hose must loop around and go through this
aluminum loop. Use all OEM bolts. See next photo 6 and 7:
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Ecu bracket

Hose through
loop

Notice oil hose through loop. Also remove the 2 inch aluminum sleeve with its bolt for now.
The atmospheric pressure sensor must be removed from the ECU bracket, and will be relocated later.
Now bolt the ECU bracket to this tank bracket like in the above photo.

Step 6: Notice the OEM vent hoses assembly on the tank. Cut the gray longer vent hose as illustrated to attain a 45
degree short bend and reinstall on tank.
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Step 7: Remove oil tank‐to‐engine vent hose and oil return hose that were attached to the engine. There will be 2
new hoses supplied. Use the supplied 17 inch hose, secure it to the engines crank vent nipple (closest to the clutch)
using the supplied OEM style clamp. Use the supplied 18 ½ inch supplied hose, secure it to the engines return oil
nipple (closest to the alternator) and secure it with the supplied OEM style clamp. See next photo.
Take the 21 inch long breather hose supplied, with the 90 deg fitting at one end. Clamp it on to the engines breather
nipple and route towards the top of the alternator cover, between the steering column and delta‐box. This will plug
into the top of the fan housing later. Photo 10:

Step 8: Install the supplied 16 ½ inch aluminum bar into the delta box frame, and secure it with the two new 8mm
bolts supplied. Orient the flat bar towards the front, and the two ¼ holes toward the alternator side. See next photo
NOTE: On 2006 – 2010 Apex, you must use the supplied washer for shims, one on each side of the bar, because the
delta box frame is wider than the 2011 models. 2011 do not need washer shims.
You will have to reroute and re‐work the main wiring harness a little. Use the supplied starter relay bracket,
temporarily bolt it in its place using one of the battery tray bolts. Work the wires and cables to resemble the next
photo: You will have to un‐plug, and re‐plug some connections. Tuck the main green fuse(s) towards the front of the
snowmobile. Also Tie rap the positive jumper cable to the aluminum flat bar bracket like photo 11.
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Positive
jumper cable
Aluminum bar
Starter relay
bracket

Step 9: Oil Tank installation: Install supplied bracket underneath oil tank. Install the oil drain extension hose supplied.
Make sure all bolts are securely fastened. Tie‐rap the drain hose to the bracket. This is to prevent the hose with
interfering with the steering linkage. See next photo 12 and 13.
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Tie‐wrap

Using a round file slot bottom tank support hole 1/4 inch towards the bottom. Notice marker. See photo 15:
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Slot this hole ¼
inch down

Slide the tank down into place, work the drain hose underneath the engine towards the engines oil pan trap you
removed earlier. With one hand underneath the sled, grab the hose, pull down as you slide the tank in. Once the
tank down in place, the hose should stick out from underneath. See photo 16.
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Now move the tank to one side, to excess the engines oil feed hose. Slide the hose onto the oil tanks fitting
underneath, and tighten the OEM clamp securely. See next photo 17

Step 10: Using the supplied 2 inch aluminum sleeve with its bolt, finger‐tighten the bottom oil tank support bolt to
the bracket you bolted to the frame earlier. Now install the top oil tank bracket to the delta box with the 3 rivets
supplied. Remember you will have to drill the 3rd hole. Line up the two top oil tank holes with the bracket; insert the
two supplied 6mm bolts but do not tighten yet.
Note: Before tightening any of the 3 tank bolts, move the tank up and down to use up all slotted holes. You should
feel a ¼ inch tank movement from sliding the tank down and up. This is to make sure you clear all components from
underneath the tank, to prevent any rubbing and wearing. Holding the tank up, tighten the two top bolts securely
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then tighten the bottom long bolt. Make sure the tank is not touching any components underneath. A mirror might
help view under the tank for clearance if in doubt.
Step11: The two long hoses installed earlier may now be installed onto the tank. The engines oil return line, with the
coil installed on the hose may be hooked up to the tank with the supplied clamp. The engine to tank breather hose
may be hooked up as well, with the modified hoses you cut earlier.
See next photo 18:

Both protective
pieces

Two top tank bolts
Install the low oil level extension harness supplied, and hook up to sleds connector, and to oil tank. Tie‐rap nicely to
hose. Notice protective pieces on hose; line up with aluminum flat bar bracket to prevent hose damage.

Step 12: Slide in the new battery tray supplied, line up with bolts on flat bar, and rivet holes in delta‐box.
Make sure the wiring underneath the box permits the box to lay down flat in place with little effort. Bring up the
batteries positive and negative cables up along its box to accommodate the batteries terminals, positive cable up
front. You may slide in the battery to check for cable length. Once all fitted in place, bolt rear of battery tray on flat
bar, including the starter relay bracket, and rivet the front of the box onto the delta‐box frame.
Use a piece of the OEM grey battery foam to lay on top of the battery. (One of the side pieces) Then using the OEM
battery strap, strap the battery down in place and bolt the battery cables to the battery. See photo 19 and 20.
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¼ inch battery‐to‐tank clearance
minimum

Check for battery to oil tank clearance, and battery play inside its tray. ¼ inch clearance to oil tank with battery
forced to one side is acceptable.

Atmospheric pressure sensor will be bolted to the top of the headlight rack. On 2009 and newer models, use the ¼
inch hole that is already on the headlight bracket with the supplied 6mm bolt and nut. For older models, drill a ¼
hole. Use the supplied electrical extension wire to make the connections. See photo 21 and 22.
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Headlight rack

2011 Atmos. Pressure sensor

Older style Atmos. pressure
sensor hooked to plenum
box

The sensor must be located higher than the plenum box, to prevent any moisture in hose to contact sensor.
Step 13: Locate the oil tanks OEM bracket on the right hand side, next to the alternator. This bracket has a 8mm bolt
welded onto it, and held the bottom side of the tank. With patience and proper tools, you will have to remove this
bracket. It’s held with two bolts from the bottom inside of the sleds engine compartment. Option #2 is cut the
bracket short in place. See next photo 23.
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Step 14: PTO assembly and impeller. You must remove the alternator cover to remove the flywheel bolt and washer.
Unscrew the center plastic cap and the smaller timing cap as well. Photo 24.

Loosen and remove all the `Allen` head screws around the cover and pull the cover off. (Notice where screws go.
There are long ones and short ones! ) A slight resistance will be felt because of the flywheel magnetic force. Put the
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cover to the right side. Make sure the starter gear and its center pin is well in place. Make sure the two dowel pins
did not fall. They may have stayed in the cover, or on the engine block. They must be in place before re‐installing the
cover. Replace the gasket with the new one supplied. Now remove the center bolt and washer that holds the
flywheel in place.
*When removing bolt, take care of the ‘wire’ inside the bolt. This ‘wire’ must be placed inside the new PTO supplied.

Re‐install alternator cover with new gasket. (Make sure starter gear and two dowel pins are in its place)

Slide the PTO in through the centre of the alternator cover. (Don’t forget the wire inside) Screw the PTO shaft in
place into the crankshaft, up against the flywheel, and torque the PTO to 90 foot lbs. You may use a long pry‐bar into
the clutch to prevent the engine from turning. Photo 25.

Wire

.

2: Screw the bearing housing into the alternator cover. Don’t forget the supplied o‐ring on its back side. Using two
screws, and a screw driver, tighten the bearing housing up snug against the alternator cover. See next photo 26.
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There is a 4th aluminum stud that must be installed on the alternator cover to enhance the strength of the back‐
plate assembly.

Notice the o‐ring on the small plastic plug, remove it, and install this o‐ring on the new aluminum stud: photo 27

Take the stud and screw it onto the Alternator cover, in place of where the plastic screw was. Give it a good snug
torque. Photo 28.
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Install the back plate on the alternator cover. *Notice where you will have to remove 3 OEM alternator screws
where the back plate legs rest against the cover. These screws will no longer be in use. There will be three longer
6mm screws supplied that bolts this back plate to the alternator cover, and in the center, there are three short 6mm
screws that bolts the back plate to the PTO housing support., and a fourth into the aluminum stud, screwed into the
timing light hole. Using a dab of red ‘lock‐tite’ on the threads, tighten these seven screws (starting with the three
long ones, and finishing with the four short centered ones). See next photo 29.
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Slide the impeller on the PTO shaft, using the OEM flywheel bolt, with the new supplied thick washer. The washer
must be concaved outwards, with the MCX punch marks facing inwards. Dab some anti‐seize on the outside of the
washer, contacting the head of the bolt. Install the bolt into the end of the PTO shaft and torque to 60 foot lbs. The
supplied thicker washer must be used to prevent the bolt head to contact the impeller. The impeller must be able to
flex forward and backwards on its rubber mount.

Washer position‐MCX punch in
towards fan.
Washer concaved outwards.

Bolt head and new washer
does not contact impeller

*Never start engine with‐out impeller housing , and plenum box in place.
*There will be approx. 1/8 “ ( 0.080” to 0.130” ) clearance between the impeller and back plate.
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Step 15: Plastic impeller housing install: Notice on the out‐side edge of the aluminum back plate, there are
indentations. Notice on the inside exterior of the plastic housing, there are the same indentations. See next Photo
#32 and 33.

Line up a ‘male to female’ indentation and push the plastic housing over, and around the impeller ( line up housing
‘out‐let’ approx. in between 11 o’clock and vertically 12 o’clock.) until it crimps over the pack plate and there is a ¼
inch plastic extruding the back‐plate towards the engine. Push on the housing in several different locations, to make
sure it’s well fitted ‘in’, all around. Once the plastic is completely engaged and fully ‘ in ‘, turn the housing approx 15
deg. until the outlet points 12 o‐clock. It should turn with little effort. If it resists, it’s because the housing is not
fully engaged all the way around! This will lock the housing to the back plate. The housing can no longer be pulled
off. Install the large worm clamp but do not tighten. See photo 34.
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Clip holding hose up against
delta‐box

(You can un‐screw the worm‐clamp until it comes apart, wrap it around the back of the housing, and screw it back
together) Do not tighten yet!
Insert engines breather hose coming from in between steering column and delta box installed earlier, into top of fan
housing. It should slide in approx. 1 inch. There will be a clip holding this hose up against underneath delta box.
Step 16: You may install the bottom right side panel, and install the supplied housing protector with the supplied
spring nuts. Clip the 4 spring nuts in place to the sleds panel, bring the protector up in place, screw the oem Philips
screw in place and finish off with the 4 supplied screws up into the spring nuts. See next photo: 35.
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Install the supplied shim ( thick lock‐nut) under the oem Phillips screw, to prevent the screw from screwing in too far
and stick out inside. It could rub against the impeller housing and wear a hole.

Step 17: Plenum box install. Remove the four rubber intake mounts from the OEM air box and mount them onto the
new Plenum box. Make sure the plastic is well fitted in the rubber slots, all around each rubber intake. Don’t forget
the four clamps.
The long 1/8 dia. hose coming out of the plenum box must be plugged underneath the atmospheric pressure sensor
mounted on the headlight rack earlier.
Mount the plenum box onto the throttle bodies and tighten the 4 clamps.
2011 Apex models only: AIC hose: Slide supplied hose into the plenum box between throttle body 1 and 2. Line up
this hose to the AIC when installing the plenum box. See next photo 36.
2011 AIC
hose
Atmospheric
Pressure sensor
hose

Notice the aluminum bracket on the side of the plenum box. Mount this to the aluminum leg installed earlier to the
engines hoist loop down below. Use the supplied shoulder bolt. You may have to move the leg back or forward at bit
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Join the side fan housing with the plenum box with the supplied plastic unit, two rubber hoses and 4 clamps. You
may have to twist the fan housing to get correct alignment then retighten the big worm clamp.

Step18: There is a supplied bracket with screws to move the parking brake caliper to the left for cable clearance.
Install the bracket with 2 screws supplied to the chain case, and mount the parking brake caliper to the new bracket
with the other 2 ‐ 6mm X 42mm screws and washers supplied.
Remove the parking brake cable from its lever on top of the left handle bar, to able you in re‐routing the cable. You
will re‐route this cable after the deflector is installed.
Mount the aluminum deflector underneath the parking brake using the supplied bolt, to the parking brake bracket.
There is also a plastic deflector that must be installed to isolate the mechanical side from the air entrance section of
the Yamcharger. Remove the front main brake caliper bolt, and replace it with the longer bolt supplied along with
the supplied collar. You may now slide down the deflector, clip it onto the top collar installed, and align it into its slot,
on the aluminum bracket previously installed. See next photo: 38 and 39.
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New brake caliper
Collar and bolt
supplied
Clip the deflector
down after the collar
and bolt installed

Step 19: Parking cable. Route the cable up into the ``eyelet`` installed on the deflector, loop it around and
underneath the white coolant reservoir and work it straight towards the main steering column, and up towards its
lever. Reconnect the cable securely and make sure the brake adjustments are correct. Turn the handle bars fully to
the left and right, making sure the cable is not being tugged on, and cable movement is free. See next photo 40.
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Eyelet for parking
brake cable

Top off oil to proper level with new oil. You may start your engine and let it warm up. Check for leaks.
Re‐check all worm clamps, screws, brake components, and any removed and re‐installed parts that may have been
forgotten to be tightened. Once you feel confident that everything is tightened, re‐install all panels and enjoy your
“Yam‐charged” Apex!
*Your Apex snowmobile must now always use super unleaded 91 octane gasoline. In cases where it is impossible to
get 91 octane gasoline, and regular gasoline must be used, do not operate above 75% throttle.
Ski Limiter: In some cases, the rear of the right ski may come in contact with the Yamcharger protective piece
underneath. With the steering completely turned to the right, and the suspension completely compressed, the rear
tip of the ski will make contact. Rolling off a trailer, or edge of a tail‐board may flip the ski to contact the protector.
The protective cover will with‐stand the majority of debris that it will encounter, but damage due to the mentioned
above will not be covered by warranty. A ski limiter is included with the Yamcharger, and will greatly reduce the risk
of damage to the protector. This ski limiter does not effect steering control. It only limits the contact force of the
rear tip of the ski to the Yamcharger protector. See next photo.
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Remove right ski, rubber damper, and slide the metal piece as illustrated in photo #43 (lay flat exactly like positioned
in my hand, to one side only). Re‐install rubber damper and ski. (this will limit the rear upwards travel).

Hood Lid installation

The new hood lid supplied by G‐force Division is for use with the Yamcharger kit. The lid is held underneath the hood
with Velcro’s supplied.
Flip hood upside‐down and place lid against the hood, matching the “V” shape accordingly. Notice location of
contact, mark and apply the Velcro strips in the correct locations.
Apply the Velcro on top of the grey foam of the hood. The foam must be clean and dry, not moist or wet. The
Velcro will stick. IF you have any issues, apply ‘ crazy glue ‘ to the Velcro and stick it to the foam.
2006‐2010 hood lids differ from 2011 models. Please specify year.

4 Velcro strips

New triangular
lid
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Clutch calibration:
With the Hp gain, you need to recalibrate your clutch. The engine still operates in its original rpm rage of 10600 rpm
and with a maximum of 10800 rpm. You can simply add weight to your existing clutch arms, approximately 4 grams
per arm, with our G‐force copper heavy arm rivets, ‘or’ use our specially designed G‐force Yamcharger arms.

G‐force developed a specially designed arm weight to fit the Yamcharged Apex engines. Since the Hp gains are more
pronounced at higher rpm, the arms are slightly more curved for a more aggressive higher rpm shift, and slightly
lighter for a quicker back shift. Final adjustments are made from adding or removing washers held in with a screw.
Washers and screws included.

Impeller Removal
Impeller fan removal can be done using this specific method only:
Follow this step with precaution; If you attempt any other method for removing the center fan bolt, the PTO can
invisibly turn, unscrew from the engines crank, and damage the bearing housing and possibly damage the engines
alternator cover.
Slide two 1/8 inch thick flat bars in between the impeller and back plate. With C‐clamps, or vise grips, secure the fan
to the back plate. Take an impact gun with the appropriate socket to loosen the center bolt. This will prevent fan
movement, and PTO from coming loose on the engines crank. See next photo:

1/8 thick shim
1/8 thick shim
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Warrantee
Your Yamcharger system is covered by a limited 6 month warrantee.
Warrantee covers defects in material and fabrication for a period of 6 months from the date of purchase, or delivery
if bought directly from G‐force Division.
The Yamcharger will install and perform on every year Yamaha Apex snowmobile. The warrantee does not cover
damage resulting from the incapability of other aftermarket products installed on the snowmobile.
The warrantee does not cover damage resulting from infiltration of a foreign object. (Never operate the engine with‐
out impeller housing in place, and air filter in place.)
Warrantee does not cover damage resulting from a wrong installation, deterioration from an accident, and or
collision, physically damaging the Yamcharger. Warrantee does not cover stolen parts, immersion, or physical
deterioration due to contact with harmful liquid substances.
Yamcharger units are sold for competition, closed, private circuits only. G‐force Division will not warrantee any
snowmobile parts damaged resulting from the use of the Yamcharger.
G‐force Division reserves the right to ignore any warrantee claims after the inspection of the Yamcharger unit, made
from G‐force Division’s technicians
For any warrantee assistance, please make sure your Yamcharger unit is still in the date of warrantee.
Please have in hand the following information: Yamcharger serial number
Description of the problem
Sales invoice number and date of purchase.
If your Warrantee is accepted, your Yamcharger kit will be repaired or replaced free of charge with transportation
fees paid. If your warrantee fails our criteria’s, we will advise you that your Yamcharger will be shipped back to you
C.O.D., transportation and shipping insurance fees charged to you.

For any further questions or assistance, do not hesitate to contact us at www.gforcedivision.com or call our
Technicians.
G‐Force Division 8:30am to 5:30pm eastern time, week days: 819‐849‐4849
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